Meeting Highlights
Executive Meeting of the Penticton Pickleball Club (PPC) Executive
held on Tuesday, September 22, 2020

^ Apart from a few finishing touches the two new courts are complete.
^ The 9:45 AM time is the most popular, however, there are several times open for groups to
sign up now that the season is nearing the end and the weather turns cooler.
^ Depending on the status of the pandemic in the spring a Programming Committee may be
formed to consider programming recommendations.
^ Under COVID restrictions empty courts can be used by non-members, however, the City
rules (singles only or household doubles) will apply. The same applies if a member brings
non-members to the courts. It was noted that any violation in this regard would be in noncompliance with the terms of the lease agreement and could potentially have a negative
effect on insurance coverage.
^ The PPC approached the City for their approval to host a small tournament or possibly a
fundraising event, however, based on the ViaSport guidelines which clearly refer to any type
of tournament as an ‘event’ and events are clearly not permitted, approval was not granted.
^ The PPC approached the City about obtaining exclusive use of the new courts for the
remainder of the season. Once becoming aware the PPC would be required to supervise the
new courts for the entirety of each day for the duration of the season it was deemed not
feasible.
^ The 2020 AGM will be postponed to April, 2021. Details to be provided as they become
available.
^ A committee is to be formed to look at the PPC’s website requirements.
^ A suggestion was received to replace the PVC inside gates at the courts. The Executive will
begin making a list of all items/improvements that are needed.
^ The PPC will look at establishing a club policy for using/booking equipment. PPC equipment
should be used for the benefit of members.
^ Arrangements will be made to set up a Shaw Business Hosting email account. This will result
in a change to the PPC email address when this is happens.
^ The next PPC Executive meeting is scheduled for October 20, 2020.
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